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Abstract

In this presentation, the speakers describe the integration challenges that 

are faced when introducing cloud infrastructures to legacy IT 

environments and workloads. Integrating existing infrastructure and 

services, with new ones, has always been a challenge in IT. When

integrating cloud solutions, these challenges still exist and have 

some new technology twists. Newer cloud delivery models are 

offered with different characteristics such as public, private and 

hybrid profiles.

A mix of workloads and applications, seamlessly running in different 

environments, has to be transparent in functionality to end users and 

requires agility on part of solution integrators. Hybrid models not only 

bring interesting dynamics to a client's existing IT environment but 

can also out weigh the benefits of cloud if not addressed upfront. In 

this presentation, the speakers explain useful tactics to overcome 

integration challenges and address how to quickly realize cloud value. 
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Why write this paper on the integration 

challenge with cloud computing?

Our motivation—

1. Cloud opens up significant opportunities--cloud also 

introduces some challenges

2. To get real benefit from cloud computing, organizations 

should approach this shift thoughtfully and give attention 

to challenge areas like security, integration, and business 

process management

3. Integrating traditional IT environments with cloud 

environments, could result in unrealized benefits, 

perhaps failure, without the proper focus
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Failure? How could that happen?
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Reference: Cloud Computing on a Smarter Planet (October, 2010) page 3. 

Integration with existing 

systems

Concern: Independent 

decisions to deploy services in 

clouds that are disconnected or 

cannot interact well 

Attention to 

security

Concern: Ensuring 

that data and 

intellectual property is 

not leaked

Renewal of process 

activity

Concern: Not 

recognizing that image 

creation through a portal 

is a significant change 

from traditional IT 

provisioning



Why Cloud? 

Business promise

• Lower cost to get started 

(low one-time charges)

• Pay as you go (usage-

based for some items)

• More rapid access to IT 

resources (provisioning 

time)

• Elasticity so you can right-

size you resources (scale 

up/scale down)

• Simpler solutions 

(standardization)

Technology leveraged 

• Cost: Virtualization, shared 

resources, and willingness 

to spread costs over time

• Speed: Tools that 

provision what is already 

set up

• Scaling: Available 

resources and business 

terms to support their use 

• Standardization: Tactic to 

reduce complexity of one-

of-a-kind solutions
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Reference: The authors have learned and observed this on-the-job over the last few years from many sources. 



What is Cloud? CIS 354 Cloud Computing  (3 

Credits) 

Concepts and principles of cloud architecture, networking, 

virtualization, storage, and security are presented. The focus of 

this course is on the design and implementation of cloud 

infrastructure including middleware for the provisioning of images 

and other service-automation activities like service request 

management. Additional topics survey adoption patterns including

cloud enabled data centers, cloud-platform services, cloud service 

provider patterns and business solutions on cloud. 

Key challenges focusing on integration, business process, and 

integrity and security are also important course topics.   

Discussions include the service delivery catalog, service 

automation management, and platform and virtualization 

management. Characteristics of cloud solutions including 

dedicated, shared, and hybrid are also examined (Gulla, 2012). 
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Reference: Gulla, J. (2012). Proposed course description for a CIS course in cloud computing Nova Southeastern University.  



Nine Ideas in Table Form From CIS 354

Seamless connectively of cloud and traditional IT including 

how things get done step-by-step

6. Integration & 

processes

Catalog, service-automation management, and 

virtualization management

7. Support 

Services

Data centers, platform services, service-provider patterns 

and business solutions on cloud

8. Adoption 

patterns

Dedicated, shared, and hybrid or IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS

9. Characteristics

Models involve activities functioning as a system

5. Security

Utility approach, for example, by GB stored

4. Storage

Many elements virtualized for flexibility and cost

3. Virtualization

Front end, back end, VPN, & MLPS

2. Networking

Cloud Reference Architectures like CRA or NIST

1. Architecture

Description or Example

Key Element
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Reference: Cloud Computing Architected and Cloud Computing Bible. See “For More Information” later in this presentation.



IBM Cloud Reference Architecture

Governance

Security, Resiliency, Performance & Consumability

Cloud Service

Creator

Cloud Service

Consumer

Cloud Service Provider

Common Cloud

Management Platform (CCMP)

Operational 

Support 

Services 

(OSS)

Cloud Services

Inf rastructure-as-a-Service

Platform-as-a-Service

Sof tware-as-a-Service

Business-Process-

as-a-Service

Business 

Support 

Services 

(BSS)

Cloud 

Service

Integration

Tools

Consumer

In-house IT

Service 

Creation 

Tools

Inf rastructure

Existing & 3

rd

party 

services, Partner 

Ecosystems
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Reference: Getting cloud computing right. (April, 2011) page 5. 



National Institute of Standards and 

Technology Cloud Model
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Reference: This figure is from: http://cloud-perspectives.com/?page_id=111 

http://cloud-perspectives.com/?page_id=111 


IBM SmartCloud Services

Multiple delivery models 

allow clients to optimize for 

economics, integration, 

security and control

Managed Cloud Services

Infrastructure and Platform as a Service

• IBM SmartCloud Family of offerings

• Flexibility of cloud deployment models based on need

• Integration in managed cloud hosted offerings
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Integration of Cloud with Other Environments

• Part of workloads from traditional IT are cloud enabled

• Workload dictate suitable delivery model  

• Single view of business applications requires integration

On premises 

or hosted
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Cloud without Integration

• Workloads run de-centralized and scattered around 

• Saves integration $$

• Governance, operational and financial nightmare? 

On premises 

or hosted
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Seven Reasons to Consider Integration

1. Only a certain percent of traditional IT is cloud enabled instead 

of replacing entire IT

2. Customers often require a centralized IT view

3. Business units speed to market by directly provisioning 

infrastructure and deploying apps on cloud but still require 

management from traditional IT

4. IT complexity increases from manageability perspective with 

hybrid environments

5. Security and overall control are important from compliance and 

quality perspective

6. Hybrid cloud environment in Managed Services context may 

be even trickier

7. IT should support/extend business processes--not complicate 

them
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Five Integration Challenges

1. Cost and ROI

Business case and ROI justification

2. Technologies and Standards

Compatibility of technologies and adhering to industry 

standards

3. Skills

4. Process Impediments

Extending existing business processes and best practices 

into cloud

5. Vendor differences

Cross vendor cultural differences and end to end 

governance
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Four Main Integration Domains and Patterns

Service Management

• Incident, problem, 

change, asset, 

configuration, and service 

requests

• Service desk, licensing, 

and release management

Systems Management

• Application monitoring 

and backup/restore

• E2E application 

performance

• Disaster recovery

• Service level and 

operational management

Security

• Security policies and 

control

• Health checking, 

vulnerability scanning, 

and intrusion detection 

& prevention

• ID federation, single 

sign-on, and active 

directory integration

Business Support

• Governance

• Financial management

• Process integration
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Steps to Design an Integration Pattern

When a specific integration pattern is needed, like one 

supporting systems management or service management 

processes, five elements need to be thought through and 

documented for use during service transition and service 

operation

1. Service description

2. Solution design  

3. Service responsibility 

matrix

4. Cost model guidance

5. Review and approvals
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Reference: This figure is from: http://www.itservicemanagement-itil.com/category/it-service-management-cat/itil-v3-life-cycle/

http://www.itservicemanagement-itil.com/category/it-service-management-cat/itil-v3-life-cycle/


Use Case 1 - Incident Management

DB1

Web1

App1

Mon

Incident/Service Mgmt

(OS only)

IaaS Hosted Private Cloud            

(eg: IBM SCE+)

Integration Services Bridge

Web2

Web2

App2

Virtualized Infrastructure

Other

MF

SAP

Mon

Incident/Service Mgmt

(E2E Service Desk)

Traditional IT 

(On/Off Premise)

DB2

DB2

Legacy Infrastructure

Application Integration
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• Service Description: ITIL based service desk (SD) providing end 

to end service management function to manage incidents 

transparently across all delivery environments

• Solution Design: Customer calls main SD on traditional IT to 

report an application down. SD troubleshoots to identify issue with 

cloud infra and transfers it to cloud support. Issue resolved, incident 

closed on cloud automatically closed on main SD seamlessly using

integration services bridge.

• Service Responsibility Matrix: SD on traditional IT raises all 

incidents, owns escalations/governance. Application support part of 

traditional IT as IaaS cloud supports OS level only.

• Cost Guidance: Integration services bridge=$xx/one time and 

$xx/monthly, labor to implement=$yy/one time, NW costs for number 

of incidents/month=$zz

Use Case 1 – Service Design Elements
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Use Case 2 - Application Monitoring

DB1

Web1

App1

Mon

Incident/Service Mgmt

(OS only)

IaaS Hosted Private Cloud            

(eg: IBM SCE+)

Application Alerts

Web2

Web2

App2

Virtualized Infrastructure

Other

MF

SAP

Mon

Incident/Service Mgmt

(E2E Service Desk)

Traditional IT 

(On/Off Premise)

DB2

DB2

Legacy  Infrastructure

Application Integration

OS Alerts
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Use Case 2 – Service Design Elements

• Service Description: End to end application monitoring with 

components in mixed environments

• Solution Design: Application performance on cloud slows due to 

database running out of tablespace. OS monitoring alert triggered on 

IaaS cloud, DB monitoring alert triggered on traditional IT. DBA

resolves issue working with OS support on cloud and using integration 

bridge to dup detect and correlate tickets.

• Service Responsibility Matrix: Cloud support teams only sees 

OS alerts. DBA team can only access DB alerts created on traditional 

IT side. End to end SD on traditional IT responsible for overall

application level correlation. Account Management and customer 

views alerts/status on E2E Service Desk.

• Cost Guidance: Integrations=$ww/one time, monthly labor to 

implement=$xx/one time, NW costs for number of incidents 

/month=$yy, and application correlation code dev=$zz.
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Use Case 3 – Security Integration

DB1

Web1

App1

Mon

IaaS Cloud AD Forest

AD Transitive Trust

Virtualized Infrastructure

Other

MF

SAP

Customer1 AD Forest 

Traditional IT

Legacy Infrastructure

Cloud Access

Cloud AD

OU=customer1

OU=Servers

OU=Users

Mon

Primary AD

OU=Servers

OU=Users

Child AD

OU=cloud
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Use Case 3 – Service Design Elements

• Service Description: User access management with 

Active Directory (AD) integration

• Solution Design: Customer users part of customer AD 

access cloud infrastructure registered on customer 

domain. AD to AD transitive trust relationship routes 

customer id’s to be authenticated to customer’s AD.

• Service Responsibility Matrix: Customer sub domains 

registered by cloud admin on cloud provider’s forest. 

Customer administrators manage customer’s AD forest 

and child domains for cloud. 

• Cost Guidance: Integrations=$xx/one time, labor to 

implement=$yy/one time, NW bandwidth costs/month=$zz
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Integration Tactics—Six Main Considerations

1. Align the right workload to the right cloud delivery 

model

2. Define overall cloud strategy including technical value

3. Identify integrations considering cloud thinking vs. 

traditional IT

4. Use integration technology based on delivery model 

(IBM Hybrid Cloud Integrator or custom integrations) 

5. Rely on existing solutions and architecture with re-

usable patterns 

6. Select a vendor that provides an end-to-end view of 

managing IT with right integration adaptors
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Summary and Recommendations

It is worth the investment in integration because of cloud 

benefits on lower cost, fast provisioning, ability to scale, 

and simpler solutions

Consider this--

1. Plan just enough in systems strategy phase to get going 

and imbed solution planning into project phases to get a 

fast start

2. Pilot to learn; phase or parallel to production; avoid the 

plunge

3. Identify the integration patterns ahead of time but 

consider developing them as needed and plan for reuse

4. Plan for reuse with templates and conduct walkthroughs 

of artifacts before they become generally available
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Additional Materials and Backup
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Integration Framework – Two Examples

Function and Integration Framework

1. New functionality add-on to enhance a vendors standard solution

2. Integration tool or system to link together cloud with non-cloud

ITIL-Based Framework

1. Service Strategy - Describe the strategic need for integration of cloud and non-

cloud environments

2. Service Design - Design integrated services involving service catalog, service 

level, capacity, availability, IT service continuity, information security, and 

supplier management

3. Service Transition - Use management processes during transition including 

change management and release and deployment management (example)

4. Service Operation - Integrated Event, Incident, Request, Problem, and Access 

Management

5. Continual Service Improvement - Use integrated processes for service 

measurement and reporting to improve the overall service
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Integration Patterns Service Design Elements

1. Service description

An external description of the interface should be developed. In commercial 

settings this might be called a statement of work. Internally, it might be called a 

service description.  

2. Solution design  

Every integration pattern needs to be designed in a thoughtful and flexible way. 

The architecture should be developed including a description of key processes, 

dependencies, and interfaces. Writing in ITIL terms, what is needed is a 

service solution, service management system, architecture, process, roles, 

and capabilities, and measurement methods and metrics.

3. Service responsibility matrix 

A detailed service responsibility matrix (SRM) is typically needed. Without a clear 

indication of who does what, it would be difficult to use and reuse the 

integration pattern in different contexts. The SRM should include both the 

service transformation and service operation lifecycle phases.
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Integration Patterns Service Design Elements

4. Cost model guidance

In situations where costing is needed, a model with activities, skill levels, 

and labor costs should be developed. Even when existing labor will be 

utilized to support a new integration pattern, it is important to 

understand the impact of the pattern on the existing labor pool. The 

SRM should be used to inform the cost model.

5. Review and approvals 

After developing an integration pattern, approvals should be sought from 

the architecture, delivery, and application communities. The steps to 

achieve an approval are useful in educating teams and in getting them 

to buy in and to support a solution.
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